THEME IDEAS

GENERAL THEMES
Under Construction
Building Blocks of Success
Tic Tac Toe, Getting Activities in a Row
Coloring the Future of Student Activities (Crayons)
All Aboard!
Bright Lights-Big City
California Dreamin’
Call of the Wild
Coyotes, Cactus and Sand (Desert)
Evening in the Orient
From Paris with Love
Heaven
La Fiesta!
Lost in the Outback
Lost in Space
Lunar Escape
Safari
Search for Atlantis
Viva Las Vegas
Winter Wonderland
Stars are Out Tonight
Star Trek
Star Wars
Back to the Future
Dino Days (Flintstones)
Psychedelic Sixties
Sizzling’ Seventies
Sock Hop
Roaring’ Twenties
The Eighties
Rodeo Days
Camouflage and Army Boots (GI)
Rhinestone Cowboy
Saturday Night Live
Clue (Board Game)
You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby
Make it Happen
Leading the Way into the New Millennium
Be a Part From the Start
The Dreams of Today are the Realities of Tomorrow
Seize the Day
Be Where the Action Is
Climb the Ladder of Success
Involve Yourself
A Step in the Right Direction
Only a Step Away
Opportunity Knocks
“We’re rolling out the red carpet”
Walk of Fame
And the Nominees are...
Wild Wild West Fest
In the Beginning (Prehistoric Theme)
Out of this World
Oh, the Places You’ll Go (Dr. Suess)
Get a Life
Adventure of a Lifetime
Back to the Basics
Color Your World
Putting the Pieces Together
Reach for the Stars
Welcome to the Playground
Cultivating Creativity
Playing our Strengths
The Winning Ticket
Building a Strong Foundation
Make It Happen
It’s a Jungle Out There
Steppin’ Forward
Unleash Your Potential
Back to School
Quest for Excellence
Building from the Ground UP
Find Your Place in the Crowd
On Your Own But Not Alone
Color Outside the Lines
Never Grow UP
Playing by the Rules
Games People Play
Play Fair
Be A Kid Again: Create, Color
Child’s Play
Life’s Too Short to be Ordinary

PROGRAMMING THEMES
Playing with all the Toys of Programming
Games, Toys, and Candy: Programming Basics
Once Upon a Future
A Glimpse of Culture
Lunch Time Laugh-In
Your Activities Connection
Because It’s Your Money
A New Perspective
Swinging to Programming Success
ABC’s of Programming
Programming from A to Z
Building Blocks of Programming
Passport to Programming

LEADERSHIP THEMES
Courage to Take the Lead
The Building Blocks of Leadership
Leaders for the New Century
Changing the Tide
Explore the Possibilities
Get Into the Rhythm of Leadership
Responsible Leadership in the 90's
Basics and Beyond
Leadership On-Line
Mission (im) possible
Transitions and Transformations
Somewhere Over the Rainbow
Discover the Treasure of Leadership

ORIENTATION THEMES
New U ‘04
Great Things are Within Your Reach
Above and Beyond: The Leaders of Tomorrow
Expand Your Horizons
Together we Succeed
New Beginnings
A League of Our Own
Not a Spectator Sport... Get in the Game
Made from the Best Stuff on Earth
The Great Adventure... Live It

OTHER THEME IDEAS
Time Based Themes
Dancing Through the Decades
Futuristic Themes
Movie Themes
Black and White Movies
Hollywood Movies
Broadway Theme
Mardi Gras Theme

JUNIOR PARENTS’ WEEKEND THEMES
We Open Our House to Family
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
Still Crazy After All These Years
Those Were the Days
Sentimental Journey
That’s Entertainment
Picture This
Yesterday... Once More
We’ve Only Just Begun